Using TC-20 Copper Glue with a Vacuum Press
If you've used a vacuum press for wood veneering, you'll
find that copper veneer works just like wood veneer. This is
my preferred method of application. I'm definitely not a big
fan of contact cement and the vacuum press has a tendency
to leave a smoother surface on copper veneer.
You'll find that copper veneer works much like wood veneer.
Of course, it's a bit fragile in its raw form so it must be
handled gently. Nevertheless, it is a unique and intriguing
material that will surely have family, friends, and customers
lining up to get their hands on any project you create.
Copper samples are now available so you can get an
affordable look at what is available.
Keep in mind that the edges of the copper veneer can be quite sharp. Exercise care when
handling this material to prevent injury. If in doubt, wear gloves or other suitable protection.
Simple Tricks and Basic Tools Yield Outstanding Results
Copper veneering requires no significant investment in tools or machinery. A few basic tools are
all you need.
•
•
•
•
•

Wood Roller
12" x 12" Piece of 30 Gauge Vinyl
Vacuum Press
TC-20™ Copper Adhesive
Substrate Board (Plywood, MDF, Particle Board)

Smooth It Out
Copper veneer is rolled onto a cardboard tube for shipping to protect it from
bending and creasing in transit. But it's very likely that your copper will
have a small crease in one or two areas. This is normal and easily repaired
with a wood roller and a piece of vinyl. To remove a crease, set the copper
on a smooth surface, place a piece of 30 gauge vinyl over the blemish, and
use the wood roller to roll out the wrinkle. A few passes will do the trick.
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Vacuum Pressing a Copper Veneer

1. Use scissors to cut the copper veneer 1/8" to 1/4" larger than the
substrate.

2. Make sure all of the creases and wrinkles have been eliminated or

minimized using the wood roller and vinyl sheeting. Be certain that
the substrate material and copper veneer are free of any dust or
debris.
3. This step is critical! Place the veneer face down on a smooth, clean
surface. Gently scuff-sand the back of the copper veneer with 80
or 120 grit sandpaper. Be sure to scuff all parts that are to be
bonded (especially corners and edges). Wear gloves while doing
this to prevent any chemical residue from contacting your skin.
4. Thoroughly clean the back side of the copper veneer with water
and a steel wool or synthetic wool pad. Be certain to wear gloves
while doing this to prevent any chemical residue from contact your
skin. Wipe off any residue.
5. Scuff-sand the substrate with 80 or 120 grit sandpaper to ensure a
perfect bond.
6. Using a glue roller, apply the TC-20 adhesive to the substrate. Do
not apply it to the copper veneer.
7. Place the copper veneer onto the substrate. To prevent shifting,
tape the copper veneer to the edge of the substrate. Be sure to
use blue masking tape. Regular masking tape will be hard to
remove after pressing the panel.
8. If you are using a vacuum press, place the panel in the vacuum
bag and clamp it shut. Allow the press to run for 45 minutes before
removing the panel. The ideal pressure for vacuum pressing is 21"
of Hg.
9. If you opt to use a different clamping method, be sure that to
apply evenly distributed pressure to the entire panel surface. Allow
the panel to cure for 45 minutes before unclamping.
10. You'll notice that the bond is very weak when the panel is first
removed from the press. Curing takes a minimum of 90 minutes
outside of the press but allow 24 hours for a full bond especially if
you are machining the panel.
Since the copper is thin, the edges can be trimmed with a table saw or
miter saw equipped with a sharp blade with at least 55 teeth. A router
with a flush trimming bit works nicely as well. Do not use a veneer saw to
trim the copper.
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Adding Flash to Pizzazz
Most of the copper veneers have a dull sheen which somewhat subdues the colors and patterns.
Though the patina is permanent and will not rub off, a good coat of paste wax will bring out the
best in the copper and protect it as well. Carnauba based car wax works quite well but any wax
will work as long as it doesn't have "cleaner" or polishing agents in it.
For even more character, you can opt to distress the copper veneer by poking holes in after it is
pressed. And for the ultimate distressing, some artisans have dented, dinged, and creased the
surface using the wood roller. These randomly spaced "character marks" give the panel a handworked feel and an antique look.

